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Who we are

https://grupsderecerca.uab.cat/txicc/en


Can you name a Chinese author or film director?



When we think of Chinese literature or cinema in Spain, certain 
names usually come to our mind, but to what extent are they 

representative?



Main objectives of the databases

1. To compile and organize data that is often 
scattered in order to make empirically-based 
research

2. To make translation visible as a cultural and 
social practice

3. To make translators visible as intercultural 
agents

4. To share open-access databases with all the 
scientific community





#TXICClite
(Chinese 
literature 

translated in 
Spain)

https://dtieao.uab.cat/txicc/lite/

https://dtieao.uab.cat/txicc/lite/


#TXICCLite’s entry 
structure



Most 
translated 
autors up to 
2020
Source: Tor-Carroggio & Rovira-
Esteva (2021: 73)



Most translated 
novelists up to 
2020

Source: Tor-Carroggio & Rovira-
Esteva (2021: 73)



The most 
translated 
literary 
work



The 
translations 
with most 
editions (I)

13 editions



The 
translations 
with most 
editions (II)

10 editions



The translation with 
most reviews





#TXICCine
(Chinese cinema 

translated in 
Spain)

https://dtieao.uab.cat/txicc/cine/

https://dtieao.uab.cat/txicc/cine/


#TXICCine’s entry 
structure



Most 
translated 
directors up 
to 2020



Most 
translated 
genres up 
to 2020



The film with most screenings



Two worlds 
apart 



Conclusions & 
possibilities for research 



- The databases contribute to a better understanding of Chinese cultural 
production arriving in Spain and compensate for the possible biases or 
stereotypes created by media or commercial interests.

- From a qualitative perspective, the databases also provide information 
about the films or literary work with a major impact in Spain.

- From an ethical perspective, the databases not only contribute to better 
represent the Chinese reality in all its richness and complexity, but also 
reflect the group’s commitment with open science.

- Thanks to this altruistic approach, any scholar can carry out various 
kinds of research: quantitative, qualitative, historical and synchronic 
analysis both of the whole picture or focusing on case studies (directors, 
films, genres…).

The reception of Chinese translated literature and cinema: a 
persistent metonymy



• Work in progress: databases 
are constantly updated

• The most extensive up to 
date, but not exhaustive

• Feedback + cooperation 
welcome!  

Concluding remarks AFFB 2021



Thank you!
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